LOGICAL REASONING PRACTICE QUESTIONS (AG Extra-1)
Solutions

For questions 1 and 2:

1.

If Chirag plays exactly 3 games then the above two cases are possible.Now, if Amar and Brijesh play two games each such that
none of the games is played by both of them then the following four cases are possible:

Now, Amar doesn’t play Hockey in Case (ii) and so option (a) is not definitely true. Though Football is played by exactly one player
in Case (iii), Brijesh doesn’t play Squash. So option (b) is not definitely true.
Squash is played by exactly one player in Cases (i) and (ii) and so option (c) is not definitely true.
Hockey and Cricket are played by exactly two players each in all the cases and so this statement is definitely true.
2.

Taking into account all the conditions specified in the
question we get the arrangement given above. Note
that Brijesh can’t play Football as he plays Squash.
Hence, among the options “Brijesh plays Cricket” is
definitely true.

For questions 3 and 4:
Using the above Venn diagram we have:
2+b+c+d=5
3 + a + c + d =5
1+a+b+d=5
Solving we get, b – c = 2, a – c = 1 and b – a = 1.
So, b + c = 3 – d. Now, b + c 0, so d = 0, 1, 2 or 3.
But, b – c and b + c should be of the same parity (odd/
even) for b and c to be natural numbers.
Hence, b + c = 2 which gives b = 2 and c = 0.
Note that b + c = 0 gives c < 0. Hence, it is rejected.
On solving we get, b = 2, c = 0, a = 1 and d = 1.

5.

For questions 6 and 7:
From condition (ii), we have the following order of books on the three subjects – Mathematics (M), Chemistry (C), Physics (P) or
Physics (P), Chemistry (C) , Mathematics (M).
Let each book be designated by the first letter of its topic (e.g. A stands for Algebra). Using conditions (iii) and (iv), we get the
following different sequences (1 to 7 means first to last):

6. If E is placed immediately before K, then G (Geometry book) must be placed at either the second or the seventh position.
7. If a Chemistry book (either I or O) is placed adjacent to T, then G must be placed before K.
For questions 8 and 9:
There are two possible cases (as shown above) because A
scores 3 points which is possible with a Win and a Draw only.
And C scores 1 point which means a Draw and a Loss. So in
the first case, A defeats C and in the second case A defeats B.
Since A has won a match and A scores exactly one goal, it
means that this goal should have been scored by A in the
match in which A wins. So A wins by 1-0 and the other match
of A gets drawn 0-0. In the second case, if AC is a draw with
score 0-0, then it means that C scores a goal against B in the
match that C loses, which implies that B has to score at least
2 goals to win against C, which is not possible because B
scores exactly one goal in the tournament. Hence, only the
first case is feasible and the results are:
Result of the Match – A v/s C: 1-0
Result of the Match – A v/s B: 0-0
Result of the Match – B v/s C: 1-1

10. If no other Red bead is to be placed opposite the Striped Red bead then the possible arrangements are:

11. If one of the other two Red beads is to be placed opposite the Striped Red bead then the possible arrangements are:

For questions 12 to 14:

12. The sum of the number of friends of Chaman and Aman cannot be determined.
13. The exact number of friends can be determined for only two of the students.
14. The total number of friends = 30 + 13 + 25 = 68.
For questions 15 & 16:
From statements (ii) and (iii), it can be inferred that neither Jasneet nor Saurabh was born in December. It is also given in
statement (v) that Vikram was born before Vikrant. Hence, Vikrant must’ve been born in December and is the youngest.
Statements (i), (iv) and (v) collectively suggest that the surname of Vikrant must be Singh. It is also known that Agarwal was
not born in January. The following case arises on the basis of the above conclusions:

Statement (v) indicates that the month in which Agarwal was born was March. Further Analysis leads to the following table.

17. The following six cases of distribution are possible

Statements (i) to (v), in that order, reject cases 1 to 5. Hence, the only case possible for distribution is Case 6.

The number of employees who are not chefs = 100 –18x – y
18. 100 – 18x – y = 40
and y = 6
18x = 54 ⇒ x = 3
The number of chefs who can’t make Continental = 15 + 15 + 3 = 33
19. 100 – 18x – y > 5x
23x + y < 100
The maximum possible values of x is 4.
Hence, the maximum possible number of chefs who can make exactly one cuisine = 15 × 4 = 60

20. The maximum possible sum of book numbers for shelf 1 is 12 and minimum possible sum of book numbers for
shelf 3 is 7.
Using option (a) there are no arrangements possible because if all the books of a number are kept on same
shelf then the maximum possible sum of book numbers for shelf 1 can be 9 and the sum of book numbers for
either of the other two shelves will be higher than 9. This will contradict condition (iv).
Using option (b) there are no arrangements possible as at least one of the shelves will have two books of the same number.
Using option (c) there are no arrangements possible.
Using option (d), one of the possible arrangements is:

21. Let the age (in years) of Aman, Bharat, Chandu and Dev be a, b, c and d respectively.
Aman is older than Dev and Chandu is older than Aman. So c > a > d.
Since Bharat is older than Dev, either Bharat or Chandu is the oldest among the four.
For Ques 22 & 23
The given information can be tabulated as shown below:

22. The statement indicates that Anju’s school is
located closer to the colony than Dimple’s school.
Therefore, Anju’s school is 150 units away from the
colony.
23. If Anju’s school is 200 units away from the colony, it
indicates that the distance of Dimple’s school from the
colony is 150 units. As Dimple’s school is located in

West, the school in West is 150 units away from the
colony.

24. The given information can be tabulated as shown below in two possible cases.

25. Either Ram or Mohan is the lier as they make contradictory claims about the car owned by Roy. Hence, Raja and Roy always
speak the truth. The only possible arrangement is given below.

For questions 26 to 28 :
Jasneet, Vikram, Puneet, Vikrant and Saurabh must have worked for 1, 2, 2, 3 and 4 days respectively.
26. The table given below can be formed from the given information.

27.

It can be seen that the two guards who work on Thursday cannot be
uniquely determined.

28 . It can be seen from the tables made for the previous questions that Vikram and Jasneet cannot work together on Thursday.
For questions 29 to 31:
Let Lathe, Drill, Boring, Milling and Welding machines be represented by L, D, B, M and W
respectively. Table-I shows the processing times of different machines. Table-II shows the
possible combinations of machines and their total time.

29. Product B has the highest manufacturing time amongthe four. As per the table, the
combination of machines used for B is either LMW or LMB. So the manufacturing time of B is
either 85 min or 80 min.
30. As the processing time of Lathe machine has increased, the new total time for different
combinations is tabulated below.

The order of the manufacturing times of the four products is either B > C > A > D or B > A > C > D. As product A requires Boring
machine, its manufacturing time is either 70 min or 85 min.
31. As per the conditions, the possible combinations are LDM, LMB, DMB and LDB. Therefore, product B will have the combination
LDM and the manufacturing time will be 40 + 30 + 25 = 95 min.
For questions 32 to 34 :
Let the number of fit sportsmen who play Hockey be x. From statement (ii), the number of unfit sportsmen who play Hockey is also
x. From statements (v) and (vii), the number of fit sportsmen who play Cricket is 1250 and the number of unfit sportsmen who play
Cricket is 0. From statement (i), we can deduce that x is equal to 2500. From statement (iv), the number of sportsmen who play
Hockey for Under-19 team is 4000 and the number of sportsmen who play Hockey for Above-19 team is 1000. Further analysis
leads to the tables given below.

32. The total number of sportsmen in Khelabad is 6250.
33. The required ratio is 1 : 4.
34. The total number of fit sportsmen who play for Above-19 team is 1000.

35. Each player played six matches and had a different score. This means that the maximum that a player could score was 24
points. Since they all had different scores which should be multiples of 4 (since no match ended in a draw), the points scored by
Anu, Banu, Charu, Dia, Esha, Fiza and Gita must have been 24, 20, 16, 12, 8, 4 and 0 respectively.
For questions 36 to 38: The given information can be tabulated as shown below.

36. The complete information can be determined only for Vikrant and Vinay.
37. Either Vikram or Vijay.
38. If Vikram recommended My Funny Nose, then Vijay must have recommended Abra Ka Dabra and Vipin must have
recommended I love You. Hence, all the combinations can be determined.
39. Mr. Hari is the head of lab Alpha.
40. Lab Alpha
41. Both Kali and Dia got all the answers incorrect.
42. Either A or F can be used in a day. Among the paths D, E and G, at most two paths can be used in a day.
Case I: If paths A/F and B are used in a day, the following cases are possible:
(i) A/F, B, C, D
(ii) A/F, B, C, G
Case II: If path A/F is used but path B is not used, the following cases are possible:
(i) A/F, C, E, D
(ii) A/F, C, E, G
(iii) A/F, C, D, G
Case III: If paths A and F are not used, the following cases are possible:
(i) B, C, E, D
(ii) B, C, E, G
(iii) B, C, D, G
In all the possible cases, path C is definitely used.
43. The given information can be tabulated as shown below:

Hence, Rajul lives in Rampur.

44.

The given information can be tabulated as:

45. Kumar must definitely have performed with GTH as GTH performed in both the second and the third slot
on the second day.
46. All the given statements could be true.
For questions 47 to 49:
Let N(1) = N(6) = a, N(2) = N(5) = b, N(3) = c and N(4) = d. Here a, b and c are distinct (as given). Also, b and d cannot be the
same. Hence, 2a + 2b + c + d = 10 (the total number of people). 2(a + b) + c + d = 10 The least possible value of ‘a + b’ is 3 and it
is evident from the above equation that none among a, b, c and d can be greater than or equal to 4. The only possible integer
solution to the above equation is when a, b, c and d are equal 1, 2, 3 and 1 respectively. The following table can thus be concluded:

From statement (ii) and the above table it is evident that Chuck’s floor number is greater than 3 and hence from statement (i)
and the above table it can be concluded that Chuck and Berry live on floor 5. Subsequently, Kirk and David live on floor 4 and
floor 3 respectively. Clapton, Jimmy and Hammett must occupy floor 1 and floor 2 (in no particular order), as they live below
David. From statement (iii) it can be concluded that Gilmour and Page live on floor 3 with David. Finally, it can be concluded
from statement (iv) that Jimmy and Eric live on floor 1 and floor 6 respectively. The table can be completed as given below

47. Difference = 3 – 2 = 1
48. Eric lives on floor 6
49. Jimmy lives alone on floor 1. The rest 9 people live on floors higher than his
50. From (iii), as Shama and Hema are in the same car, Radha must be in a different car. From (v), either Divya or Charu must be in
the same car as Radha and the other must be in the same car as Kiran. As Vicky cannot be in the same car as Hema, Kiran or
Charu, he must be in the same car as Radha and Divya. From (i), Hari and Naresh are in
the same car with Shama and
Hema. Further analysis leads to the following table

51. Let Anu, Bindu, Candy, Dolly, Emran, Fiza, Gauri and Hemant be represented by A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H respectively. The
only possible arrangement is shown below

Hence, none of the statements is false.
52. Let Akansh, Nakul, Phalguni and Sharad be represented by A, N, P and S respectively. On the basis of statements (i), (ii) and
(iii) the following six cases (I to VI) are possible.

Statements (iv), (v), (vi), (vii) and (viii) contradict cases IV, III, V, II and VI respectively. Only case I is feasible and so it is the correct
arrangement.
52. Kolkata
53.Mumbai
For questions 54 and 55:
Let Alveston, Blackpool, Chelsea and Dunstable be represented by A, B, C and D respectively.
From statement (iii), we can conclude that C and D played the final match. From statement (iv), D was not the Champion, so
D must have lost to C in the final and C was the Champion. In the three matches, as each team scored a different total
number of goals, the number of goals scored by the teams must be 1, 2, 3 and 4, in no particular order. As A and B lost the
semifinals, they must have scored 1 and 2 goals, in no particular order. Also, as C was the Champion of the tournament, it must
have scored 3 goals and D must have scored 4 goals.
As C played two matches and won both the matches, it must have scored at least 2 goals in the semifinal, as the least
number of goals scored by any team was 1. Also, to win each match, C must have scored at least 1 goal in each match. So C
must have scored 1 goal in one match and 2 goals in the other. C must have won by a margin of 2 – 1 against A in the semifinal
and by a margin of 1 – 0 against D in the final. The table given below illustrates the situation:

54. 1
55. Chelsea, the Champion of the tournament, scored 2 goals in the semifinal.
55. Let Santro, Wagon R, Zen, Ritz, Yuva, Innova, Corolla, Matiz, Xylo and Scorpio be represented by S, W, Z, R, Y, I, C, M, X and
Sc respectively. The arrangement can be started by fixing the positions of Z and Sc at the extreme left of the two rows. X can be
parked either to the immediate right of Z/Sc or in the middle of the row. If X is parked in the middle of the row, statement
(iv) is violated. Further analysis leads to the following table:

Therefore, the number of cars parked between Corolla and Matiz cannot be the same as the number of cars parked between
Scorpio and Xylo.
For questions 56 and 57:
Let Saurabh, Yubraj, Vajendar, Gombzi and Ambata be represented by S, Y, V, G and A respectively. Let Delhi Devils and Kolkata
Riders be represented by DD and KR respectively. From statement (ii), either 2nd-3rd players or 3rd-4th players were the two
batsmen. Therefore, the player picked 3rd was definitely a batsman and the players picked 1st and 5th were bowlers. From statement
(iv), A and Y could be either 1st and 4th players or 2nd and 5th players, in no particular order. From statement (iii), Y could not be the
player picked 1st or 5th.
56.

Hence, Yubraj was definitely not a batsman picked by Delhi Devils.
57. If Saurabh was a bowler, then Gombzi was definitely a batsman picked 3rd.
58. Let heights of Ashu, Banu, Charu, Diya, Ellie and Fana be represented by A, B, C, D, E and F respectively. The Science student
mentioned should be Ashu only. From the first statement, E > D > A and B > A. From the second statement, C > A > F. Therefore,
Fana is the shortest among the six students
For questions 59 to 61:
In one group the number of matches won by different players were 3, 2, 1 and 0. In the other group the number of matches won by
different players were 2, 2, 1 and 1. For the two players who played the final, the number of matches won by them in Round-I could
be either 3 or 2 and they must have won their respective matches in Round-II. As Sonu lost exactly two matches in the tournament,
he must have lost a match in Round-I and the final match. Thus it can be concluded that the number of matches won by Kishan,
Karan and Arjun in Round-I was one each. As Ram and Kishan were in the same group in Round-I, Ram must have lost all his
matches in Round-I and hence it can be concluded that Karan and Arjun were in the same group in Round-I. As Lakhan won more
matches than Gopi, both of them were in the same group as Ram and Kishan. The conclusions can be tabulated as shown below:

59. Gopi won the tournament.
60. The difference between the numbers of matches won by Gopi and Monu respectively in the tournament was two.
61. The total number of matches won by Lakhan in the tournament was 3.
For questions 62 and 63 :

The total number of students in the class is 96 and the number of students who opt for Chemistry is 31;
so the number of students who opt for Physics only, Mathematics only and both Mathematics and
Physics but not Chemistry will be 65.
From the given information, the number of students who opt for: Physics only = 26, Mathematics only =
26, both Mathematics
and Physics but not Chemistry = 13.
a + b + 13 = 25
a + b = 12
62. As the number of students who opt for Mathematics is the maximum among the three subjects, b > a. As we have to maximise
‘a’, we get a = 5 and b = 7.
63. If the exact number of students who opt for Mathematics is known, a and b can be calculated. The rest three statements don’t
give any new information.
For questions 64. and 65 :
As four subjects are given and each person studies exactly two subjects (which are not the same as that of any other person) the
number of possible cases must be 4C2 = 6. The possible combinations are shown below in the table.

This means that each subject is studied by exactly three students. The common subject studied by Qureshi, Sonal and Umesh can
be Genetics only. Thus, Umesh and Radha must be having Physiology as their Major subject. Subsequently, Qureshi
and Radha must be having Cell Theory as their Minor subject. The conclusions can be tabulated as given below

64. Physiology and Cell Theory
65. Qureshi
For questions 66 to 68:

From statements (i), (iv) and (vi), either the person who works in Marketing or the person who works in IT belongs to Jaipur,
and the other belongs to Pune. From statements (iii), (iv) and (v), it can be concluded that either Chintan or Engela belongs
to Jaipur and the other belongs to Pune. From statements (ii) and (v), Farooq belongs to Bikaner. Now only Akshita can be
the one who belongs to Kashipur and works in Operations. So Devina belongs to Meerut. From statement (v), Farooq works
in Finance and so Babita works in Academics. The conclusions made thus far can be tabulated as given below.

For questions 69 to 71:
Let Parjit, Manjit, Charjit, Daljit and Jasjit be represented by P, M, C, D and J respectively. From statement (ii), the annual incomes
(in Rs. Lakhs) of (M, D) can be (75, 60) or (60, 45), not necessarily in the same order.
From statement (vi), one of the three cases is true:
Case I: The annual incomes (in Rs. Lakhs) of (P, D and J) are (45, 60 and 75), not necessarily in the same order. This case
is not possible because it violates statement (ii).
Case II: The annual incomes (in Rs. Lakhs) of (P, D and J) are (40, 45 and 50), not necessarily in the same order. Now the
annual income of D must be Rs. 45 lakhs and hence the annual income of M must be Rs. 60 lakhs. Thus, annual income of C is
Rs. 75 lakhs. This case is not possible because it violates statement (iii).
Case III: The annual incomes (in Rs. Lakhs) of (P, D and J) are (40, 50 and 60), not necessarily in the same order. So the
annual income of D is Rs. 60 lakhs and hence the annual income of M is Rs 75 lakhs and that of C is Rs. 45 lakhs.
From statement (v), J was the older of the two females and hence the annual income of J was Rs. 50 lakhs and the annual
income of P was Rs. 40 lakhs. Also, C is the younger female director. Thus it can be concluded that: Age of D > Age of P >
Age of J > Age of M > Age of C.
The conclusions made thus far can be shown as below.

For questions 72 and 73:
Let Akash, Binay, Chatur, Deepak, Ehsan, Fardeen be represented by A, B, C, D, E and F respectively. From statement(ii), it can be
inferred that the two coins received by A, D and F must be (1, 1), (1, 2) and (2, 2), in no particular order. Also, from statement (iii), it
can be concluded that the six coins received by A, D and F must be the six distributed by B, C and E. From statement (iv), B
received Rs. 6 and hence must have got a coin of Rs. 2 from each of A, D and F. Also, C received the same amount as F, which
must be Rs. 2 (in form of two Re.1 coins) for each. Further analysis leads to the following table:

72. Akash (Rs. 4)
73. Rs. 3 – Re. 1 = Rs. 2
For questions 74 and 75:
From statement (vi), Bachan’s car is the second from the front and is Red in colour. Hence, from statement (ii), Mallya’s car is
the first from the front. Now, Mallya’s car is not Red in colour. From statement (v), Mallya’s car is not Black in colour as it
cannot be the first from the front. Similarly, from statement (vii), Mallya’s car is not White in colour as it cannot be the first
from the front. From statement (viii), Mallya’s car is not Silver in colour. From statement (iii), it can be concluded that Mallya is
driving the Violet Skoda. Now, Bachan is not driving Skoda. From statement (i), Bachan is not driving Accord as it is not Red in
colour. From statement (ii), Bachan is not driving Audi. From statement (vii), Bachan is not driving Honda City as it must be behind
at least two cars. Therefore, it can be concluded that Bachan is driving BMW. Further analysis leads to the following table:

For questions 76 to 78 :
Let Anu, Bini, Cara, Dev, Esha, Fiza, Goru, Hina, Iti, Jai, Kaya and Loni be represented by A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K and L
respectively.
From statement (i), two delegates from each region were in one group and one delegate was in the other group. From statement (ii),
the number of delegates from the regions ‘North, East, West and South’ in Apex and Pinnacle were ‘1, 1, 1 and 2’ and ‘2, 2, 2 and 1’
respectively. From statement (iv), K and I were in Apex whereas B was in Pinnacle.
Case I: E was in Pinnacle.
As L and D were in different groups, A was in Pinnacle and hence G was in Apex. Subsequently, C and J were in Pinnacle
and so H was in Apex. Hence, E and F were in Pinnacle. The conclusions made thus far can be tabulated as given below

Case II: E was in Apex.
F and H were in Pinnacle. As H was in Pinnacle, C was in Apex and hence J and G were in Pinnacle. Thus, A was in Apex and
D and L were in Pinnacle. The conclusions made thus far can be tabulated as given below.

76. Jai was definitely in Pinnacle.
77. If Bini and Anu were in the same group, E was in Pinnacle. Therefore, Hina and Esha were in different groups.
78. Looking at both the cases we can say that Fiza was definitely not in Apex.
For questions 79 and 80 :
The situation given in the question can be shown with the help of a Venn diagram.

Let p, q, and r be equal to k – d, k and k + d, not necessarily in the same order.
We have,
a + 15a + q + r = 70 …(i)
a + p = 15 …(ii)
a + r = 19 …(iii)
Adding (i) and (ii), we get
17a + p + q + r = 85
17a + 3k = 85
The only possible values of ‘a’ and ‘k’ are 2 and 17.
Therefore, p = 13, q = 21 and r = 17.
As the number of families reading Hindi newspapers is more than those reading Marathi newspapers, the number of families
reading only Marathi newspapers is either 10 or 25.
79. The total number of families in the society is either 113 or 128.
80. The number of families reading both Marathi and Hindi newspapers is 23.
For questions 81 to 83:
Let us try to write the possible arrangements of the bus stops by writing them in a row (left to right means first to last).
From statements (i) and (iii) we can say that Q was exactly in the middle of P and T and the order of the three was ‘T Q P’.
Case I: There were two bus stops between T and Q.
T__Q__P
This violates statement (i) which states that the bus reached S from P.
Case II: There was exactly one bus stop between T and Q.
(a) T _ Q _ P _ _
Only one arrangement is possible:
TUQVPSR
(b) _ T _ Q _ P _
This violates statements (i) and (iv) combined.
(c) _ _ T _ Q _ P
This violates statement (i) which states that the bus reached S from P.
Case III: There was no bus stop between T and Q.
(a) T Q P _ _ _ _
Two arrangements are possible:
T Q P S U V R and
TQPUSRV
(b) _ T Q P _ _ _ and (c) _ _ T Q P _ _
These violate statement (iv) and statement (ii) respectively.
(d) _ _ _ T Q P _ and (e) _ _ _ _ T Q P
These violate statements (i) and (ii) combined.
The only possible arrangements are:

I: T U Q V P S R
II: T Q P S U V R
III: T Q P U S R V
81. T was definitely the first bus stop among the seven.
82. The last bus stop among the seven was either R or V.
83. The time taken by the bus to travel from P to S and from T to Q was the same. But the average speed of the bus was different in
the two cases. Hence, the distance between P and S was not the same as that between T and Q. This is followed by arrangements I
and III. For both the arrangements the bus stop immediately before R was S.
84. As Chitta is immediately behind Farrar, Chitta must be the last person in the queue. As Bukka is immediately in front of Ganesh
and Ganesh is not immediately in front of Farrar, we get two possible cases.

For questions 85 and 86:
The given information can be tabulated as shown below.

For questions 87 to 89:
Let Ashish, Bhola, Coral, Deva, Emran, Fardeen, Gopi and Hemant be represented by A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H respectively.
We can start arranging by fixing the position of F using statement (iii). This gives us two possible cases.
Case I: F is facing the center.
From statement (iii), as H is sitting immediately to the left of B, B must be facing away from the center. From statement (ii), as
E is sitting two places to the right of H, H must be facing the center and hence G, who is sitting three places to the left of E,
must be facing away from the center. The conclusions made thus far can be shown in the figure given below.

(Arrows indicate the direction in which the person is facing.) From here we can conclude that G, who is sitting two places to the right
of Bhola, is facing away from the center
Case II: F is facing away from the center.

From statement (iii), as H is sitting immediately to the left of B, B must be facing the center. From statement (ii), as E is sitting
two places to the right of H, H must be facing away from the center and hence G, who is sitting three places to the left of E,
must be facing the center. In this case statement (iv) is violated. The conclusions made thus far can be shown in the figure
given below:

(Arrows indicate the direction in which the person is facing.) Further analysis (following Case I) leads to the final arrangement given
below.

For questions 90 and 91:
Let the total number of females in Noland be 100Y.
Therefore, the total number of males in Noland = 120Y.
Total Urban population of Noland = Total Rural population of Noland = 110Y.
The number of literate females in Noland = 80% of 100Y = 80Y
The number of illiterate females in Noland = 100Y – 80Y = 20Y
The number of literate males in Noland = 4 × 20Y = 80Y
The number of illiterate males in Noland = 120Y – 80Y = 40Y
The number of illiterate people in Rural Noland 2/3(20Y + 40Y) = 40Y
The number of illiterate people in Urban Noland = 60Y – 40Y = 20Y
Further analysis leads to the table given below.

90. The number of literate males in Rural Noland = 50Y.
The total number of females in Urban Noland = 60Y + 10Y = 70Y.
Hence, the answer = 50Y : 70Y = 5 : 7.
91. Given: 60Y – 20Y = 1000.
Hence, Y = 25 and 220Y = 5,500.

For questions 92 to 94:
Let Andrew, Joseph, Parry and Lucas be represented by A, J, P and L respectively. Let the shifts be called 1 st to 7th (in the
order of their occurrence).
From statement (i), it can be concluded that A operated in the 1st, 3rd, 5th and 7th shifts.
From statement (ii), it can be concluded that J operated along with A in the 3rd shift.
From statement (iii), it can be concluded that P operated in the 4th shift.
From statement (iv), it can be concluded that the two shifts in which L operated were 2nd and 6th. Hence, P operated in the 1 and 7th
shifts.
From statement (v), it can be concluded that J operated in the 5th shift along with A.
The conclusions made thus far can be shown as given below
st

For questions 95 to 97:
Let Ashish, Bimal, Coral, Disha and Eshan be represented by A, B, C, D and E respectively.
After filling up the initial data, it can be concluded that B gave a presentation on Business & Ethics and Globalisation on Tuesday
and Thursday respectively.
The topic on which A and D gave a presentation on Monday and Friday respectively was not among Corruption, Human Cloning,
Business & Ethics and Globalisation. Therefore, from statement (iii), A and D gave a presentation on Terrorism on Monday and
Friday respectively. Similarly, from statement (vi), C and A gave a presentation on Business & Ethics on Monday and Friday
respectively.
Therefore, D gave a presentation on Globalisation on Monday and from statement (v), D gave a presentation on Corruption and
Human Cloning on Tuesday and Thursday respectively.
Further analysis leads to the final table as given below.

For questions 98 to 100:
Let Aadi, Bina, Cara, Diya, Ema, Fiza, Gauri and Hari be represented by A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H respectively. The
number of neighbours of the person living in:
P1 and P5 = 2;
P2, P4 and P7 = 3;
P6 and P8 = 4;
P3 = 5.
From statement (v), it can be concluded that A lives in P1 or P2 or P6. From statement (i), A cannot live in P6 as then A and C
will not have the same number of neighbours. From statement (ii), A and F have a common neighbour – D – and hence it can
be concluded that A lives in P2 and D lives in P3. From statement (iii), E lives in P6 and hence G lives in P1. From statements (iv)
and (i), it can be concluded that C lives in P4. Thus it can be concluded that one between B and H lives in P5 and the other
lives in P7. The following figure illustrates these conclusions:

98. Either Bina or Hari lives in P7.
99. Aadi has three neighbours.
100. Gauri is not a neighbour of Diya.

For questions 101 to 103 :
From statements (i), (ii) and (vi), it can be concluded that Alfred was the first person to reach the museum. From
statements (i), (ii) and (iv), it can be concluded that Dirk was wearing the Yellow shirt.
Hence, either Alfred or Buckley was wearing the Purple shirt and the other one was wearing the White shirt. From statement
(v), it can be concluded that Alfred was wearing the Purple shirt while Buckley was wearing the White shirt. Further
analysis leads to the following table:

101. Buckley
102. Cherry
103. Only statement I is correct.

Solutions – AG Extra 1
1. In Round 1, the total number of votes cast is 1,00,00,000. The candidate with the
maximum number of votes gets 16,52,754 votes or 16.5% of the total number of votes.
2. The total number of votes becomes 67,23,323. Then “Others” will have
1,51,325/67,23,323 = 2.25% share. This means an increase of 0.74 percentage points over
the original 1.51% share.
3. Among the candidates who enter Round 2, the Kongress candidate has got the least
number of votes which is 16,38,192.
The minimum number of votes required for him to move from Round 2 to Round 3 is 1. For
this to happen, the last two candidates should get 0 votes each and the top two candidates
should get 10,00,000 and 9,99,999 votes respectively.
In Round 3, the least that he should get is 1 vote more than 1/3 of the total number of
votes cast. So he should get at least 10,00,001 votes.
So the minimum number of total votes required by a candidate to win the election is
26,38,194 (by the Kongress candidate).
4. No information is given about the contribution of different groups among men and
women and so the ratio can’t be calculated.
5. Since no information has been provided about the increase/decrease in the number of
women in other age groups, nothing can be said about the percentage increase/decrase in
the overall population of women.
6. The total contribution of men = Rs 35,000 × 3200 = Rs 11,20,00,000
The total contribution of women = Rs 11,20,00,000 ×5/4 = Rs 14,00,00,000
Hence, the average contribution of women = Rs. 14,00,00,000/3,800 = Rs. 36,842
7. The percentage change for 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010 and 2011 are 34.82%, 22.80%,
4.31%, 37.59% and 28.00% respectively.
8. The required ratio for the years 2011, 2010, 2009, 2008, 2007 and 2006 are 1.016,
1.008, 1.0124, 1.005, 1.049 and 1.065 respectively.
9. Total Ethanol produced (in l/ha) from Sweet Sorghum, Sugarcane and Maize is 3160,
8925 and 3216 respectively.
Now we must multiply these values by the number of cultivations which gives us the
quantity of total Ethanol produced (in l/ha) from the three crops Sweet Sorghum,
Sugarcane and Maize as 9480, 8925 and 12864 respectively.
Similarly, the Cost ($/ha) must also be multiplied by the cultivation factors which gives
3600, 4200, and 4000 (respectively) as the cost of Ethanol cultivation.
The Revenue achieved can be determined using the selling price/liter by multiplying the
produce with a factor of 27/50 to get the Revenue (in $/ha) as 5119.20, 4819.50, and
6946.56 respectively.

Thus profit ($/ha) from the given crops – Sweet Sorghum, Sugarcane and Maize – can be
stated as 1519.20, 619.50 and 2946.56 respectively.
Thus the correct order is: Maize > Sweet Sorghum > Sugarcane
For Q 10 & 11
Let the total money spent in 2006 be x and the money spent in 2007 be y.
10. For India: 12% of x = 15% of y ⇒ 4x = 5y
For China in 2006, 16% of x = 16% × 5y/4 = 20% of y
Let the percentage of money spent in China in the year 2007 be p.
p% of y = 25% of 20% of y
p=5
11. The percentage of money spent in Britain, America and Africa together in 2006 = 60%
The percentage of money spent in Britain, America and Africa together in 2007 = 70%
60% of x – 70% of y = 32
60% of 5y/4 – 70% of y = 32
5% of y = 32
y = 640 dollars
The percentage of money spent in Australia in the year 2007 = 100% – 90% = 10% of 640
= 64 dollars.
12. The completed table is given below:
Since 10.02% of the population uses the
mentioned mobile handsets, the population not
using any of these handsets is 89.98% of the
total population.
10.02% of the total population = 54264
89.98% of the total population = 487293
13. The Unhealthiness Index is maximum for the year 2003
and the value is [2,00,000 × (1.2)(0.85)(1.1)(1.2)]/5200= 51.8
14. The number of patients in 2008 = The number of patients in 2006 × (0.7)2 which comes
out to be 95,596. The number of hospitals in 2008 will be = 5700 × (1.1)2 = 6897
Therefore, Unhealthiness Index = 95,596/6897 = 13.86
15. As per the given data (using graph information), the number of patients in 2006 =
1,95,093. The number of patients in 2007 will be 1,95,093 × 0.6 = 1,17,056. To have an
Unhealthiness Index of 15, the number of hospitals needed will be 1,17,056/15 = 7804.
Therefore the percentage increase needed in the number of hospitals will be (7804 –
5700)/5700 × 100 = 36.9%
For questions 16 to 18:
Let Interest Payment be x% and Non-Planned Capital Account be y% of Budgeted
Expenditure. From pie chart B, x + y = 22%
and x – y = 12%. Thus, x = 17 and y = 5.
Now 76% – 19% i.e. 57% of Budgeted Revenue is given as Rs. 285 thousand crores. Thus
Budgeted Revenue = Rs. 500 thousand crores.
Budgeted Expenditure = Budgeted Revenue + Rs. 625 thousand crores = Rs. 1125
thousand crores.

16. The difference between Budgeted Expenditure and Budgeted Revenue when expressed
as a percentage of Budgeted Revenue = 625/500 *100 = 125%
17. The sum of Planned Revenue Account and Planned Capital Account (Rs. 281.25
thousand crores) exceeded the Non-Tax Revenue (Rs. 95 thousand crores) by Rs. 186.25
thousand crores.
18. Since nothing is mentioned about the break-up of Budgeted Revenue in FY 2011-12,
the percentage share of Tax Revenue cannot be determined.
19. Percentage change for the year 1971 is the highest and the value is 14469775 –
10664018/14469775 * 100 = 26.30%
20. The absolute difference for the year 1981 is clearly much more than that for the other
four years and the value is 12188903.
21. Among males, Performance Scores of Kaushik and Maneet don’t fall in the interval [70,
100] and so they are Low on Happy Growth Index. Among females, Performance Scores of
Asmita and Amit don’t fall in the interval [60, 90] and so they are Low on Happy Growth
Index. So 4 students in all are Low on Happy Growth Index at Primary Stage of Education.
22. Among males at Senior Secondary Stage, Saurabh and Mudit are High on Happy Growth
Index. Among females at Primary Stage, Meenal, Manjari and Renuka are High on Happy
Growth Index. So the required ratio is 2 : 3.
23. Renuka is High on Happy Growth Index. Meenal and Manjari are the only female
students whose Academic Score is less than 50 and who are High on Happy Growth Index.
The table given below shows the grades received by the students in different subjects.

24. Esha got the highest CGPA.
25. Bipin and David got the same CGPA.
26. The CGPA of Fardeen was 6.96.
27. The total investment made by Australia, India, Germany, Canada and Japan in
Education in:
Year 2009 = $12,375 bn
Year 2010 = $15,125 bn
The required percentage change = 15,125 - 12,375/12,375 *100% = 22.22%
28. In the speed-time graph, distance covered during any interval of time is equal to the
area under the speedtime graph during that particular interval. The table given below shows
the total distances covered by Pavan and Pranab after t = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 seconds.

Till t = 8 seconds, the distance covered by Pranab was more than that covered by Pavan.
However, it can be observed from the table that the total distance covered by Pavan
exceeded that covered by Pranab at t = 10 seconds. This means that Pavan must have
overtaken Pranab during the interval 8–10 seconds.
29. The total number of employees who were appraised in January was 71 + 67 + 97 i.e.
235. These were the employees who were appraised on at least one performance area. The
total number of employees who were appraised in July was 30 + 22 + 29 i.e. 81. These
were the employees who were appraised on at least two performance areas. The number of
employees who were appraised on exactly one performance area is 235 – 81 i.e. 154.
30. The number of employees who were not appraised on Individual Performance in January
was 67 + 97 i.e. 164. The employees who were appraised on Individual Performance in July
and November were among these 164 employees only. So the number of employees who
were not appraised on Individual Performance in 2010 was 164 – (30 + 9) = 125
31. It can be concluded that nobody except Bhanu and Deepak likes Dancing as the number
of children who like Dancing cannot be more than two. Also, Deepak doesn’t like Rowing
and Running, both of which are liked by Aman. SInce Deepak likes Sketching, it is not liked
by both Aman and Bhanu. So Chaman and Elhan like Sketching. The conclusions made thus
far can be tabulated as shown below.

The two children who like exactly the same set of activities must be Chaman and Elhan (this
can be seen from the table). Since at least three children like Running, Chaman and Elhan
must be two of them. It cannot be determined whether Bhanu likes Running or not.
32. Let the number of shares sold by Sajid and Hasan on Day 1 be 36x each.
Investment made by Sajid = 375 × 18x + 250 × 18x = Rs. 11,250x.
Profit made by Sajid = 750 × 18x + 625 × 18x – 375 × 18x – 250 × 18x = Rs. 13,500x.
Sajid’s Margin on Day 1 = 54.5%.
Investment made by Hasan = 225 × 36x = Rs. 8,100x.
Profit made by Hasan = 375 × 16x + 300 × 20x – 225 × 36x = Rs. 3,900x.
Hasan’s Margin on Day 1 = 32.5%.
33. For Hasan:
As the share price at 11:00 a.m. and 12:00 noon was Rs. 500 and Rs. 400 respectively, the
number of shares sold by Hasan at 11:00 a.m. and 12:00 noon must be in the ratio 4 : 5
respectively. Let the number of shares sold by Hasan at 11:00 a.m. and 12:00 noon be 4x
and 5x respectively.
Total sales amount = 500 × 4x + 400 × 5x = Rs. 4,000x
Total investment in purchase = 750 × 9x = Rs. 6,750x
Margin (loss) = 6750 – 4000/4000= 68.75%.
For Sajid:
Let the total number of shares sold by Sajid at 9 a.m. and 10 a.m. be 2y.
Total sales amount = 200 × y + 300 × y = Rs. 500y
Total investment in purchase = 500 × y + 625y = Rs. 1,125y
Margin (loss) = 1125 – 500/500 = 125%
Required ratio = 68.75 : 125 = 11 : 20
34. The Energy Consumption of a department can be obtained by dividing the Total
Revenue of that department by the Average Revenue per Unit Energy Consumed by that
department. Among the five companies, the Energy Consumption is the highest for
Perfitti VM at approximately 1900W-hrs.
35. There are six departments in all whose Energy Consumption is less than 100W-hrs.
They include two departments of UB Group, one of Unilever and three of Wipro.
36. Unilever has two departments whose Total Revenue is more than Rs. 600 crores and
Energy Consumption is less than 200W-hrs. The only other department that satisfies the
given criteria is of ITC Ltd.
37.Both Oil Trade Balance and Total Trade Balance decreased from 1990-91 to 2000-01.
The increase in Oil Imports from 1990-91 to 2000-01 was more as compared to the
increase in Oil Exports from 2000-01 to 2010-11.
38. Non-Oil Exports increased by approximately 273% from 2000-01 to 2010-11.
Total Exports increased by approximately 377% from 1990-91 to 2000-01.
Oil Imports increased by 175% from 1980-81 to 1990-91.
Total Imports increased by approximately 55% from 2000-01 to 2010-11.

39. Three companies – Superb Diary, Gopal Jee and Jusico.
40. Four companies – Trimul, Superb Diary, Natural & Fresh and Real Fruits
For questions 41 to 43:
From statement (iv), the total weight of Baking Powder, Eggs and Milk used in a cake is 200
g. Therefore, the total quantity of the remaining ingredients used is 800 g.
Let the quantity (in g) of Wheat Flour and Sugar Free used in a cake be x and y
respectively. Therefore, from statements (i) and (ii), quantity (in g) of Fruit pieces and
Cream used is 3x and 3y respectively.
x + y + 3x + 3y = 800 and x + y = 200
The total cost (in Rs.) of Baking Powder, Eggs and Milk used in a cake is 35 + 12 + 3 i.e.
50.
Cost (in Rs.) of Wheat flour used is 50/100 x i.e. x/2
Cost (in Rs.) of Sugar Free used is 200/100 y i.e. 2y.
𝑥
The total cost (in Rs.) of the fixed ingredients used is 50 + + 2𝑦
2

As x + y = 200, the values of x and y in different types of cake can be calculated as given
below:

41. Fresh Fruitcake
42. Mango Cake and Pineapple Cake
43. 525 g
44. Let the total investment (in Rs. Crores) across the country in 2009 and 2010 be 100x
and 100y respectively.
56
15
× 5𝑥 = 700 ⇒ 𝑥 = 250
× 12𝑦 = 450 ⇒ 𝑦 = 250
100

100

The total investment made across the country in 2009 and 2010 is the same i.e. Rs. 25,000
crores.

Required percentage change = 55% - 45%/55 % *100= 18.18%
45. Investments (in Rs. Crores) made by Gujarat and Assam together in R&D in:
900
1350
2009 =
= 300
2010 =
= 450
3

3

Let the total investments (in Rs. Crores) of the two states together in 2009 and 2010 be x
and y respectively.
300
450
𝑥 4
× 1.2 =
𝑎𝑛𝑑 =
𝑥
𝑦
𝑦 5
4
5
Required ratio =
∶
= 2: 3
0.3

0.25

46. Let the total investment (in Rs. crores) made across the country in 2009 and 2010 be
100x and 100y respectively.
3𝑥 − 274 1
𝑥 5
= 𝑎𝑛𝑑 =
5𝑦 − 548 2
𝑦 6
Required percentage change = 600- 500/500 *100=20%
47. Let the Total Expenditure (in Rs.) of Vidyapeeth and Christ College be 100x and 100y
respectively.
According to the question, 15x = 2 (20% of (15x + 20y))
On solving, x : y = 8 : 9..
48. Vidyapeeth’s expenditure on Electricity = 5x
Christ College’s expenditure on Electricity = 25y
5x : 25y = 1 : 5
On solving, x = y.
20
35𝑥
Required percentage
𝑥×
× 100 = 7 %
100

100

49. Percentage increase in the population of Marryland in 2006 over 2005 =
25%
Percentage increase in the population of Marryland in 2008 over 2007 =

1050−840

1480−1184
1184

50. Percentage increase in the population of Amberland in 2006 over 2005 =
37.50%
The population (in lakhs) of Amberland in 2010 = 1440 ×

137.5
100

= 1980

840

× 100 =

× 100 = 25%

1100−800
800

× 100 =

51. Some of the missing entries have been filled in the table given below.

51. To win the Silver medal, the Final Score of Hungary must be at least 23602 points.
Therefore, the least that Hungary must have scored in Round–2 is 5020 points.
52. Since Hungary’s Final Score was at least 18582 points (the sum of the scores of
Round–1 and Round–3), the minimum Final Score of France to win the Bronze medal must
be 18583 points (assuming that Hungary scores 0 points in Round–2). Therefore, the least
that France must have scored in Stage–Y is 9632 points.
53. The following table provides the required information.

Combining the data in the table and the relations given above, we can say that in each of
the years 2006, 2008 and 2009
the number of deals made by the employee was definitely less than that in 2007
54. Let the number of deals made by the employee in each year from 2005 to 2010 be D1,
D2, D3, D4, D5 and D6 respectively.
It is given that D1 < D2 < D3 < D4 < D5 < D6.
The following table provides the required information.

Combining the data in the table and the given relation, we can conclude that the Average
Salary (Per Deal) cannot be
equal for 2008 and 2009.
FOR QUESTIONS 55-57:
Let the total revenue generated by the company, the total cost Incurred by the company
and the total number of employees working in the company in the year 2010 be 100x, 100y
and 100z respectively.
55. If a branch makes a profit then the ratio of revenue to cost will be more than 1 and if a
branch suffers a loss then the ratio of revenue to cost will be less than 1. As Ferozabad
branch made a loss in 2010,
12𝑥
𝑥 5
<1 ⇒ <
10𝑦
𝑦 6
Let the ratio of revenue to cost for Arunpur branch be ‘k’.
20𝑥
𝑥 4
=𝑘⇒ = 𝑘
16𝑦
𝑦 5
𝑥 5 4
5
25
< ⇒ 𝑘 < 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑘 <
𝑦 6 5
6
24
Thus, ‘k’ may be greater than 1.
Similarly, the only other branch which may have made a profit in 2010 is Ehsangadh
branch.
56. It is given that

20𝑥−16𝑦
10𝑧

=

10𝑥−14 𝑦
25𝑧

⇒ 80𝑥 = 52𝑦 ⇒ 𝑥: 𝑦 = 13: 20
The only branch which made profit in 2010 was Ehsangadh branch.
57. We need to find the minimum possible ratio of the total revenue generated to the total
cost incurred by the
company such that none of the six branches suffers a loss.
For Bhilai branch, the ratio of revenue to cost is the least i.e. 5x/7y among the six
𝑥
7
branches. For Bhilai to have a no-profit-no-loss situation, = . Therefore, the profit
percentage of the company must have been at least 40%.

𝑦

For questions 58 to 60 :
The table given below shows:
(i) The number of matches lost and the number of matches
won by each team in its home state.
(ii) The number of matches lost and the number of matches
won by each team in states other than its home state.
(iii) The total points scored by each team

5

58. Chicago Bulls finished as first runner up in
the tournament.
59. Denver Nuggets lost the maximum
number of matches in its home state among
the six teams and finished with a total of 103
points in the tournament.
60.The total number of matches played by
Indiana Pacers = 81
The number of matches lost by Indiana Pacers
away from its home state = 27
27
Required percentage
∗ 100 = 33.33 %
81

For questions 61 to 63 : The table given below shows the value (in mn tonnes) of the
Production (P) and the Requirement
(R) of various commodities in Pekoslovakia from 2003 to 2006.

For questions 64 to 66 :
The table given below shows the Population Density and the Density Rating of the twelve

islands.
64. Four islands – Andorian, Bajoran, Chronian and Delvian.
65. Two islands – Elerian and Furon.
66. Five islands – Andorian, Bajoran, Chronian, Delvian and Halosian.
For questions 67 to 69:
The data given in the pie chart and the line
graph can be used
to tabulate the revenue generated by each
product in each of
the four quarters of the fiscal year 2010-11
as shown below.

70 . We can say that the total fare of:
Delni-Bhokal + Bhokal-Mumtai = Mumtai-Delni + Rs.125. Hence, the variable fare of:
Delni-Bhokal + Bhokal-Mumtai = Mumtai-Delni + Rs.65.. This is possible only if MumtaiDelni falls in the distance
range 1001 – 1800 km (Rs. 340). One of Delni-Bhokal and Bhokal-Mumtai falls in the range
151 – 500 km (Rs. 155) and the other falls in the range 501 – 1000 km (Rs. 250).
71. Yatri Kumar must have travelled in a Passenger train. First day: Fare in the Sleeper
Class for the distance range 1001 – 1800 km = Rs. 160 + Rs. 60 = Rs. 220.
Second day: Fare in the Air Conditioned Class for the distance range ≤150 km = Rs. 120 +
Rs. 100 = Rs. 220.
72. Absolute percentage change in the total sales of Naruti Kuzuki Ltd. from April to July
5670−5250
∗ 100 = 8 %
5250

Absolute percentage change in sales of Dwift from April to July

75−69
75

∗ 100

73. Sales of the other car models of Naruti Kuzuki Ltd. in
May 2010 = 549000 – (50 + 72 + 51 + 52)×1000 = 324 × 103
Sales of the other car models of Naruti Kuzuki Ltd. in
July 2010 = 567000 – (42 + 63 + 33 + 69) × 1000 = 360 × 103
Percentage increase

360−324
324

∗ 100 = 11.11 %

74. The ratio of the sales of Sezire to the total sales of cars by Naruti Kuzuki Ltd. in:
49 ×1000
7
April =
=
5250 ×100

May =

72 ×1000
5490 ×100

June =

=

(72×1000)
5580 ×100

75

8
61

= 8/62

July =

63×1000
5670×100

=

1
9

So the ratio is the highest for May
For questions 75 to 77: The table given below can be formed from the data given in the
question

75. Profit percentage per ton for:
Maize =
Rice =

30

90
15
75

∗ 100 = 33.33 %

∗ 100 = 20 %

SugarCane =
Cotton =

15
160

20
105

∗ 100 = 19.05%

∗ 100 = 9.375 %

Mustard seeds =

10
140

∗ 100 = 28.57 %

So the profit percentage per ton is the highest for Maize.
76. Two - Sugar Cane and Cotton.
77. Total quantity of raw material used in production of 1 ton of Cotton =
The total area of land required =

10
200

× 50000 × 10 =2500000 m
3

2

= 2.5 km

2

27 ×105
54

= 50000 𝑘𝑔.

